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EDITORIAL COMMENT

Repeated Remote Ischemic Conditioning
Protects Against Doxorubicin
Cardiotoxicity
Never Too Much of a Good Thing*
Derek J. Hausenloy, MD, PHD,a,b,c,d,e,f Choon Ta Ng, MD,g Jun Hua Chong, MDb,g
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limb RIC remain unclear, but involve the release of

dysfunction, hypertension, chronic heart failure, and

cytoprotective factor(s) into the systemic circulation,

post-AMI LV remodeling (9).

and the activation of prosurvival signaling pathways
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before each chemotherapy cycle in adult oncology
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cacy of DOX.
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In summary, recent studies have demonstrated
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potential cardioprotective effects of limb rRIC against
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DOX cardiotoxicity, providing a low-cost noninvasive

cytotoxic actions of DOX). Identiﬁcation of the

treatment strategy for improving cardiac outcomes in

circulating cytoprotective factor(s) released by limb

oncology patients undergoing anthracycline chemo-

RIC, and the elucidation of the molecular pathways

therapy. Further work is needed to determine the

underlying RIC-induced multiorgan protection, may

optimal rRIC protocol for cardioprotection in terms of

result in the discovery of novel therapeutic targets
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and treatments for improving clinical outcomes in

implications for patient compliance); the number of

oncology patients at risk of DOX cardiotoxicity.
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